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About This Game

Immerse yourself in an alien realm where the sights, sounds, and sensations that you experience all become clues for your
survival. Touch a green glow and see its effects. Open a gateway to a new area. Experience new rooms, and descend deeper.
Level by level, tap into your gaming intuition to solve each puzzle. Who or what is the "host" and what is your relation to this

space?

With a focus on experiential-based gameplay, Garrett Fuselier has created a virtual reality to challenge and cherish. The dim
glow of the swelling visuals and the fluctuation of the atmospheric audio (all created solely with voice work) build a new kind of

gaming experience that, like its narrative, grows in intrigue and innovation. Recalling the classic situation-based puzzles
throughout gaming history, you will find no UI, no voice over, and no buttons to press (on your controller).

Inside the world of HOST, you are your only salvation.

The game will stay naturally within the confines of your environment. For the best immersive experience, change your
Chaperone settings to be minimal and dark.
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Title: HOST
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Garrett Fuselier
Publisher:
Garrett Fuselier
Release Date: 1 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060 or equivalent

Storage: 793 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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wtf is this. Terrible. Little Selection. Game is very unfinished. No Goals. Tutorial and Free Play, that's it.. The game is very
atmospheric, did not immediately understand what to do , but it's a matter of ten minutes. Very beautiful in-game graphics and
well captured atmosphere of terror! Many times they started, the adrenaline kicked in! Very cool!
10 out of 10!. It's like super meat boy and geometry dash together.
11/10 will break my keyboard and rage quit again.
Forgot to mention, this was during class. This is a super cool premise but I am not a fan of the shot drinking mini game.
It was cool at first, but it gets repetitive and boring after a very short amount of time.
The art style is cool.
The story I could get to was pretty fun.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/rTsoxcVDqfU
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game is wonderful and I would recommend it to all his friends and other players :)
. Fun little retro run 'n' gun. Lacks much depth, but is fun nonetheless. Get it on sale and you'll get your money's worth. Not sure
if it's worth 5 buck as it is.. And I thought the first Leaves was on the easy side. Still nice art, but brain dead puzzles.. Developer
was very fast to respond to a forum post about a bug that the game launched with, and he put a patch to fix it about one hour
later. The game itself was fast (40 mins), but enjoyable!. Sheathing the sword is the only enjoyable part of this game.

Enemies are boring to fight and put up little resistance. The Super Moves are only fun for the first few times you use them as
there are only 2. You also get the super moves far too often so you can just spam them and finish the fight in what feels like
seconds. There is also 0 tactile feedback when you slice at enemy.

The running is okay however i could do with some adjusting. i dont like that you sprint into walls to climb them because it
means that youre staring at a really bad texture until you reach the top.

The boss battle is one of the most boring things ive ever done in VR. For some reason they stick you in a tiny arena with him so
you have barely any space to move without bumping into a wall. I had to quit half way through it as i completely lost interest in
where the game was going.

Hopefully the game improves dramatically in future updates cause this games is definetely not worth the \u00a315\/$20 people
have paid.. A thrilling and scary game to play with a group of friends, and its even more of challenge to try and go solo. For $5
it's a fun horror game if you have people to play with.. Great game. Can't wait for competitive scene.. I actually just couldn't get
past the first level (the cave one) because even if the fuse box was off and the cable stopped producing sparks, I just died each
time I interacted with it, which prevented me to keep going.
I was hooked by the tone and the music in the beginning of this story but this kind of hard game-breaking bugs are just absurd..
Absolutely amazing, love this kind of game. Definite recommend.
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